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Professionals page for specific industry services and/or contact
information.

01:
How do I reach my
target audience at the
right time?

Understand them inside and out, by truly knowing your target audience you will then know
what they do and when they are likely to do it, which means you can target your marketing
activity to reach the maximum number of people who you know are interested in what you
are selling. For example - If you are targeting someone who works in as an office
administrator, who is 25 - 35 yrs you know they will earn approx $60,000 pa, buy their clothes
at target, shop at Aldi and Priceline, they are probably active on Facebook and are saving for
a mortgage down payment - you then know you need to communicate the low price you are
offering or a special deal, and how your product will effect their life. You also know they are
probably living from pay cheque to pay cheque so your marketing should be based around
the beginning of the month. knowledge is everything.
Emma Morgan, The Business Designer

With PR I often hook stories onto things that are happening in the media now to get the best
outcome. With one client this year we capitalised on Australia Day, Mother's Day and the
start of winter gaining her national radio, city paper and large online outlets attention.
Making your news or your story relevant and timely will help you in your quest to catch a
journalists eye.
Jenny Hassam, Rhetoric Communications

You first have to know the behaviors of your audience. Think about what they do during the
day: work, stay at home, commute in their car, take public transportation. Is your target
watching TV in the evenings? Reading newspapers? Subscribing to magazines? This
information can be found by conducting surveys or by purchasing research reports from
services like Nielsen Local (formerly Scarborough).
You also need to know how your product or service is being used (certain time of year, or
certain time of the week, or day). Once you have this information, along with the behaviors of
your target audience, you'll know whether to run your ads on an outdoor billboard, reaching
your customers as they drive into the office; or maybe in a special regional section of a
national magazine, if a majority of your target are subscribers.
Kristan Braziel, Braziel Media, LLC

You have to know your target audience really well to know their buying habits and how they
consume media. Where are they online? What do they read? What do they watch?
When you know their behavior and the length of the sales cycle, you can plan ahead to
reach them where they are and when they're ready to buy.
Ginger Reichl, Pinstripe Marketing

02:
How do I ensure proper
brand exposure for my
business?

Consistent, clear messages both visual and written.
Choose 2 or 3 message that really depict your business and do not divert from these.
Repetitive messaging that is clear and easily understood, after time will start to generate
awareness and build you brand.
Emma Morgan, The Business Designer

As with any marketing activity you must start with your Ideal Client Avatar (ICA) or target
market.
Once you have a good idea around who you are targeting you will be able to quickly find out
what they're reading, watching and listening by just asking them.
Once you've built a list, writing some content - either an article or a media release, and started
contacting your chosen magazine, online sites, blogs etc you'll be on your way to ensuring
brand exposure to your target market.
Jenny Hassam, Rhetoric Communications

Experts used to say that a person needed to hear a message seven times before they could
recall it. With the increase in communication clutter with the internet, social media, video in
addition to traditional media, that number may have doubled.
It's unrealistic to have the breadth and budget to be in all places at all times, so it is important
to narrowly target your audience to reach them in many niche ways. By selecting a suite of
media and methods, you can create a ""drumbeat"" of mentions that allows your brand to
become top-of-mind. A variety of PR, advertising, online marketing, event sponsorships,
charitable contributions, and more can generate comments like, ""I see you everywhere!
Ginger Reichl, Pinstripe Marketing

03:
What are the
common marketing, etc.
mistakes that
brands/businesses
make and how do you fix
them?

- Too much copy on their website, people thinking that the more information they give the
better it is. The case is to find their key messages and benefits to their clients and
communicate these in max 4 bullet points.
- Lack of visual elements within their communications, visual pictures help to build a story and
introduce some personality. It is proven that communications with visuals that relate to the
business encourage more engagement.
Emma Morgan, The Business Designer

One marketing mistake I see often is when entrepreneurs speak to their peers rather than their
readers. For instance, they'll use language specific to their industry or they'll spend their time in
industry specific areas rather than where their customers are. You should focus on joining
online groups, commenting on blogs, and attending events that will attract your customers and
when you're there, speak in their language.
Stephanie Hall, Stylings & Stories

Often its around not targeting your messaging correctly. With the PR campaigns we run we
know who our client's ideal client is and we ensure every email sent and phone call we make is
targeted to that specific program or newspaper.
Know who you are calling, do the research and chase, chase, chase. Always try and pick up the
phone. To get a journalists or producers feedback on your pitch or story idea is absolutely
invaluable and will help you for future pitches and content creation.
Jenny Hassam, Rhetoric Communications

Many business owners think they know how to market themselves when they really have no
idea. The biggest mistake I see is when businesses advertise in a medium THEY like and use,
without taking into consideration what their CUSTOMERS like and use.
This results in a loss of dollars and leads the business owner to feel that advertising doesn't
work.
Kristan Braziel, Braziel Media, LLC

The most common mistake is going too broad and marketing to the masses. Ultimately, you'll
end up spending a lot of money for "eyeballs" that are not your market. The more narrow you
can define your ideal client, the more narrow your selection of marketing tactics and media can
be. The audience may be smaller, but certainly more dense in prospective clients.
Ginger Reichl, Pinstripe Marketing

04:
What are three cost
effective ways to get my
marketing, PR, etc.
strategy off the ground?

1. Join Facebook + LinkedIn groups where your customers are hanging out. Have a
conversation with them rather than advertise your products.
2. Talk to as many people as you can. You don't have to go to networking events, but
instead, reach out one-on-one with an email or a phone call and invite them to spend 45
minutes with you over coffee.
3. Write guest posts. Focus on sites that cater to your ideal customers and write valuable
content. Make sure to include a link back to your site so that you can get them on your
email list.
Stephanie Hall, Stylings & Stories

Notes:

05:
I'm ready for the press,
why isn't the media
calling me?

Getting your own publicity can be a bit of a tough slog. Even when my clients have won
awards they are not guaranteed to get publicity as organisation's often just send out
generic media releases.
You will need to build your profile from the ground up. Position yourself as a niche expert
in your chosen area and let people know you're happy to talk and that you're good at TV
and radio interviews and happy to give sometimes controversial or newsworthy angles to
current news stories and you may start to see some traction.
If you do all of the above then will the media may start knocking on your door, rather than
the other way around.
Jenny Hassam, Rhetoric Communications

If you have a great story to share, the media wants to be in touch with you! It's important to
focus on the relationship-building portion of public "relations." One e-mail or call to a
writer/editor/producer isn't likely to garner results for anyone who is beginning their media
outreach. Be prepared for the journey of PR. Identify a list of media outlets you'd liked to be
featured in/on and then find the writer/editor/producer to e-mail/call for your outreach. Be
prepared to engage with them on various platforms (not annoyingly) and become a fan and
resource. You don't want to only pitch your services and products, but take an interest in the
outlet you would like your brand featured. Sound like a lot of work? Well, it is! But it is so
worth it in the end, and if/when you find that it becomes too much work or takes away from
other portions of your business, you can hire professionals who can assist with bringing more
visibility to your brand and upping your PR game.
Nancy Vaughn, White Book Agency

Notes:

06:
When should you hire a
PR firm?

I think you should hire professionals when you really don't have the time to do it yourself. As
with creating your website, marketing or even cleaning you can probably do an okay job
yourself, especially when you're just starting out.
However, if you have prioritised that you need to get media coverage, you don't have big
chunks of time to create the content, or call journalists every day to follow-up your media
release then maybe its time you hire someone to get you the media coverage you deserve.
Jenny Hassam, Rhetoric Communications

If you find that the work of PR - writing, editing, research, tracking editorial calendars,
contacting journalists, following up - are draining your energy, it's time to bring in some
support so you can focus on what you do best.
Ginger Reichl, Pinstripe Marketing

RE: AD AGENCY
When a business is just getting started, they can and should handle their ad planning and
buying on their own. This can be a daunting process, but hiring a consultant or a service to
teach them how to facilitate it themselves is far more efficient than hiring an ad agency.
As the business adds multiple locations or markets, the ad planning and buying process
becomes more complex, and it may be necessary to add a marketing team or hire a media
buying service.
Once it becomes more expensive, time-wise, to plan and buy advertising in-house versus
outsourcing, it's time to hire an agency.
Kristan Braziel, Braziel Media, LLC

07:
Why is
marketing/branding/PR,
etc. important to a small
business?

Marketing, branding and PR is important to ANY business. If you're not shouting from the
rooftops about how great you are, what you do and how you help make your potential
client's lives easier then no amount of work on the back end will win you a consistent supply
of customers.
Your main aim through your marketing or PR strategy should be that you attract your ideal
clients without having to put in too much effort without you having to do all the chasing..
Jenny Hassam, Rhetoric Communications

It is impossible for you to be all things to all people, and even with a team of sales or
business development professionals, you can't be everywhere. Marketing is in front of your
target when you can't be.
While you're generating brand awareness and communicating your products or services,
your audience is building a ""shorthand"" for your business that supports your sales efforts.
Ginger Reichl, Pinstripe Marketing

Notes:

08:
What should I expect
form my PR firm? What
should I not expect?

Expect PR Consultants to be honest about whether a story 'has legs' or not.
Expect them to be very honest about the speed in which journalists need to turn stories
around these days. If you don't get back to a journalist straight away or say you'd like to wait
for the next opportunity they have then they are unlikely to ever be back in contact again and
will have moved onto the next story.
Jenny Hassam, Rhetoric Communications

Your PR firm should be a partner to your brand, not just a vendor. It's important that you're
comfortable with your agency and vice versa because they will need to be able to provide
you with candid feedback regarding brand positioning, story angles, etc. Also, effective PR is
strategic and not quick and easy. Don't go for the one-hit wonder experience, be committed
to your PR strategy and understand that it's built over time.
And speaking of time, don't expect the media to be on your time, especially if you're just
starting out. Only the biggest household names have the media waiting for them and in those
cases, it's planned well in advance (and even then, no one can compete with a deadline). Be
prepared when the media calls - and that may mean an early morning trip to the studio or a
last minute interview before a deadline.
Nancy Vaughn, White Book Agency

Notes:

09:
What do media
producers/editors look
for when considering
businesses for a possible
story?

They look for a number of different things depending on where they work (ie: print, online, TV
or radio) and what program or part of the outlet they work for.
Here are a couple of angles that can help you think of some useful content they be interested
in: human interest, rags to riches, how you've overcome adversity, whether your story fits in
with something happening in the media at the time, whether you have some actual 'news' to
announce eg new staff/biz anniversary, how honest you are with regards to revenue and
challenges you've faced.
Jenny Hassam, Rhetoric Communications

Writers and producers are always considering their audience and "what's in it for them," so
every story should illustrate the benefit to their readers and viewers. Stories solely about a
business are rare, so building relationships to be a resource for multiple stories can have long
term benefits. Keep an eye on national stories, trends, and other topics that have local or
industry implications and pitch the story to the media, offering yourself for commentary. If you
can link a client, vendor, or referral source to the same story, all the better!
Ginger Reichl, Pinstripe Marketing
The media is in the information business, and their goal is to provide their audience with
meaningful content. We always recommend your pitch should focus on either informing,
educating or inspiring the reader/viewer. Think beyond the obviousness of your
product/service offering, and share the "why" of the reason someone should care. Make it
your goal to have the audience leave more informed, educated and/or inspired and you'll
have a pitch that will likely be of interest to the media!
Nancy Vaughn, White Book Agency

Notes:

10:
How do I determine
possible KPIs and why
does it matter?

You can't manage what you don't measure, so performance indicators are important. While
your business goals will be financial, marketing goals can measure those activities that feed
the sales funnel, such as event attendance, web site traffic, social media engagement, and
media mentions. When you can track results, you can test and make changes to improve
performance.
Ginger Reichl, Pinstripe Marketing

Notes:

11:
When it comes to
marketing, what are the
things you should look
out for?

Marketing is a process not a single event. Below are 10 pieces of advice I would give to any business/entrepreneur
on how to kick start their business marketing journey:
(1) Branding: your branding is a marketing tool; it is what differentiates you from your competitors and how
customer’s recognise you. (2) A killer website: Your website is one of the biggest representations of your business. It
is your online communication tool with the whole world. (3) Planning: 70% of the marketing techniques you hear,
you’ve heard before, but unless you plan and execute them properly they are just “theories”. Marketing techniques
should not be done in isolation, they need to be done alongside a series of techniques that lead to a particular
(pre- planned) goal. (4) Social Media: You need to be a Social Media Ninja. Not an expert (we can’t all be experts
in everything) but a ninja! Someone who chooses no more than 3-4 Social Media platforms and does them
exceptionally well. (5) Email Marketing: You need to build your email database. It is one of the most valuable sales
tools in business today. (6) Blogging/Vlogging: It is a useful marketing tool designed to show your audience just how
much value you are willing to provide them for free. (7) SEO: No I'm not talking about keyword searches, Google
Analytics or 000s of dollars (SEO is a process and takes time). Start small. Make sure your key business goal(s) are
displayed clearly on your website pages wherever appropriate. (8) Networking: Talk to as many people as possible.
This is extremely daunting at first but then you realise that you aren’t trying to sell to these people, you just want to
connect with them, build relationships, seek advice, provide advice. No money needs to be exchanged. It is a
genuine desire to network and grow your posse! You can find the right people to connect with through friends,
family, Uni Alumni, Facebook Groups, Facebook Pages, blogs, forums, etc. (9) Affiliates: A.k.a Partnerships, alliances
and referrals. Working with other businesses is a great way to expand your network and business potential. (10)
Under promise and over deliver: It’s not enough to just offer a great service/product. People expect more.
Everyone is giving something for free or providing some sort of bonus. Customers want an experience, they
want to feel like they are the most important person in your world… and the truth is, they are!
Remember: BE CREATIVE. MAKE SIMPLE CLEVER AND CLEVER SIMPLE.
Grigoria Kritsotelis, Creative Bar Marketing Consulting Agency

Notes:
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ABOUT THE CREATORS
NANCY VAUGHN
White Book Agency
www.whitebookagency.com
Idea implementors, thought initiators and trend influencers are what you’ll find at
White Book Agency, along with a selectively inclusive book of clients. White Book
Agency is a full-service public relations, marketing, and special events firm
providing results-driven communication strategies for businesses and
entrepreneurs worldwide. Specializing in fashion, beauty and lifestyle brands, their
talented, caring, service-oriented staff are committed to the the success of each
and every client’s organization and company brand.
Learn more at: WhiteBookAgency.com
GRIGORIA KRITSOTELIS
Creative Bar Marketing Consulting Agency
www.creativebar.com.au
We are dynamic // young // fresh // affordable // creative // modern
We create simple marketing solutions for small businesses
and entrepreneurs so that they can reach their full potential
We make simple clever and clever simple
We aim to create innovators // modern marketers // pioneers // revolutionaries
We can guide you through building your business online, visit
www.thepoweroftheposse.com

